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A tuhieau is a rectangular array of poiiits with the property that. for all i. the number 4 points 
in the ith row is greater than or equal to the number of points in the (i + 1 )st row. The fro04 length 
h, is defined to be the total numb\_. of points which are either dircctl! to the right or directly 
betow the (i,j)-point together with the (i, j)-point itself. It wm conjectured by Logan and Shcpp 
that a tableau is always unique@ determined (up fo reflection} by its set of hook lengths. In this 
paper, we give several familics of counterexamples to this conjecture. However, by extending the 
definition of hook length, we show that a tableau is always uniquely determined (up to reflection) 
by its extended set of hook lengths. 
J. Introduction 
A tableau * is ;a rectangular array of points with the property that the length of 
the ith row is greater than or equal to the length of the (i + I)st row. We illustrate 
an example in Kg. 1. 
We may denote the tableau A = h(r, z r, 2 - . . 3 I,) by the set ((i. j): 1 s j d r,, 
I d i S I) ,.rhere r, is the lengt!l lsf the ith row. 
The r@xtioa h * of the tableau A Is defined by 
A* = ((i,i):fi,j)EA}. 
* The terminology and definitions folfow that of [ 1, 6). 
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The reflection of the tableau in 
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Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. 
. . 
. . 
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Fig. 2. The reflected tableau A *. 
The comp&ment i of the tableau h has row lengths rr - r,, where I c i G I and 
rl > r,, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. The complementary tableau h’. 
The hook length hii of the (i, j)-point of the tableau h is defined by 
h, =(t; -i)+(Cj y j)+ 1 
where c, rs the number of points in the jth column of the tableau A. In other words, 
h,, is the total number of points directly to the right or directly below the (i, i)-point 
in h together with the (i, j)-point itself. As sho*wn 
points in the shaded hook-shaped region. 
in Fig. 4, hi2 = 7, the number of 
Fig. 4 
The hook length tableau of a tabfeau h is a tableau with h,, replacing the point at 
(6 j)-entry. The hook length tableau for the h of Fig. 1 is given in Fig. 5. 
8 7 (! 3 1 
6521 
3 2 
2 1 
Fig. 5. 
Let H(h j be the set of isii, (i, j)E h, cuunting multiplicity. We will U* ~t.par~ 
brackets to indicate that repetitions are to be counted. ([I, 1,3] is a&en dmoted by 
f 1, 31.) Of course, H(h) = H(A *). 
The set H(h) of hook lengths was first considcrcd by ~a~~~arna $51 in connection 
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with modular representation theory, although it was implicit in the work of Young 
on the representation of the symmetric group 18, 91. Since then, H(A) has been 
studied extensively and has played an important part in the development of group 
representation theory (see f2, 4, ‘I}. 
A conjecture which was raised ,<y Logan and Shepp in connection with their 
recent paper f3] is that A is uniquely determined by N(A) up to reflection, i.e., 
H(A)=N(A’)imofiesh’=A orA’== A *. In this paper. we show that the conjecture 
is false. Counterc:xamples are given in Section 3. 
Because of the fact that h,t = h Ij + hi 1 - f111, (i, j) E A, (SW Section 2), h,, could he 
defined more generally to be 
With this extended definition, h,, is negative for (i. j) E A and positive otherwise. 
It can easily be seen that h,, cannot be zero. 
Define Z?(A) = [cl,, : 1 d i G r,, 1 ~j s c,]. 
We note that R(A) is the union of the set of hook length H(A) and the set of 
negative values of hook lengths H(A). 
We ask the following question: Is A uniquely determined by l?(A) up to 
reelection? In section 4 we show that the answer 3s aermative. 
2. time basic properties of N (A ) 
First, we state some basic properties of hook lengths. The proofs can be found 
in [l]. 
Fact 1. For all i < i ‘, j i j ‘, we have h,, + h,,, = h,, + h, ,. 
Fuc: 2. Given (i,j)E A, the sequence fh,.,,h,.,+. . . y h.,,. h,., - h,.,+ 
h4.j - hir2.p l l l 9 hi,, - II,,,) is a permutation of the set of integers {1,2,. . . , h, ,]. In 
particular, we have the following: 
Fact 3. LtrL h,, = n. The sequence (hi&,, . . .,hl,,,, n - hzl.n - ht,, . . . , 
n - h,,, #) is a permutation of (I, 2,. . . , n ). 
F~CZ 4. The hook length tableau is determined by the set (h ,,, h ,?, . . . , h ,. ,,I c 
u ‘) ,re,. l *. n), where n = kt,,. Also, every subset of (I, 2,. . . ) n) which contains n 
determines a hook length tableau with kll = n. 
Fact S, Suppose we are given it subset A 5 (1.2,. . . , n) with n E A. Let A,, be 
the t~)sfca!t determined by A. Then we have 
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In this paper, we will show that A is uniquely determined up to reflection by the 
set A(&,) but not by H(&). 
3. Counterexamples 
Let n = 9 = h It and consider the sets A and B given by 
A = (1.2,4,8,9), 
B = (2,4,5,9}. 
It is easily seen that B#(, --ii: h E{O,1,2,...,9}\A)=A*. Hence AA is not 
the reflection of A*. The hook length tableaus for AAl As are shown in Fig. 6. 
98421 (I 5 4 2 
6 5 1 8431 
4 3 621 
3 2 3 
2 1 2 
1 
Fig. 6. 
However, since f-f (A, ) = H(AR ) := [l’, 2”, 3*, 4*, 5,6,8,9], then A does not deter- 
mine H(A) up to reflection. 
7’here arc. as a matter of fact, infinitely many such pairs of tableaus with the same 
$ct of hulk lengths. One such family is gilen as follows. 
ixt n 2 9 and choose 
A” = (1,2,n -5,n - l,n): 
6, =(2,n -5.n -4.n). 
A direct calculation shows that A, f B T and 
I-f (AA. ) = fi (As. )- 
tInother such family is given below. 
Let n 2 12 and choose 
A, = (1,2,4,n -7,n -2. n), 
B, = (1,4,n - 7, n -- 5, n}. 
Similarly we have A,# B z and 
H(An,) = H(A,,) for n 2 12. 
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It is not known how many such families exist. 
4. The uniqueness of fi(h ) 
Let A, B be subsets of (0, 1,2,. . . , n)withnEA N3 andOeA iuB. Wenow 
show that fi(A,) = @(AA) implies B = A or B = A *, i.e., A is uniquh:ty deter- 
mined by R(AA) up to reflection. 
Let p(X) = z:,, X j. For any S C{O,l,2 ,..., n}. we define 
fs(x) = c x’ 
ICS 
= $&(i)x’ where&(i)= 
I 
1 
. . 
Ifi Es9 
I-=1 I! otherwise. 
It is clear that fA+(x ) = p(x ) - x “& (l/x ). 
From Facts 1 and 5, it is easily seen that 
where CX~ is the number of times i occurs in fi(A,, ). !?(A*) = fi(h& will then imply 
In order to prove the main theorem -*o: ~CXY~ ihe following lemma. 
Lemma. rf &ii (A, $ = ~(As)theniEA\HifnndonlyifM-iEA\B. 
Proof. Since fA (X&(X) = fB (x)f&), WC have 
i.e., 
We note that the coefficients of X’ and x --’ are the same in the expansion of 
fA (x )fA (l/x ). Hence, the coefficients of x nc’ and x ” ’ in p (x )cfA (x ) - fB (x )) are 
also the same. Thus, 
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Hence we have 
Then 
i.e., 
s,(i)-Se(i)=SA(n-i)-SHbn-i) fori “&I,...,& 
This iTplies immediately that i E A \ B if and only if n - i E A \B. This proves the 
lemma 
Now we let A ’ = A \I?, B’ = B \A and X = 4 n B. We can rewrite the equality 
(1) as 
= (fx(~)+f*W) (P(x)-xn(ix($ff3* (i))) l 
Then 
f,%.(X) (p(x)-x”(fx (~)+f~.(~)))-fx(~~fA,(~) xn 
From the iemma we know that 
x"fA* (t)= f-A*(x) 
and 
Wence (4) is equivalent to the following equation: 
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(f.dx ) - fdX 1) (p(x ) - x “fX (t) - fx (x ) - fA (x ) - fw(X )) = 0. 
Assume A # B. Then fi\Jx)if fn (x). We will have 
Pw--xnfx (j-)+(x)- jA.(x)-fR.(x)==o 
P(X)-x"fx (f) - f**(X)=fx(X)+f,(X), 
i.e., 
PW-x” (fx (-g + jA, (5)) = f*(x), 
P(X)-x”f* (i) = fFs(x), 
fA4X) = ff3 (x )$ 
A* = B. 
hg is then the reflection of AA. Hence we have proved the following theorem. 
Thewem. The hosk length set h is uniquely determined by l?(A) up to rejkriwn. 
5. Some related problems 
The preceding results suggest a number of related problems. which we now 
mention: 
(i) What are the necessary and -sufficent conditions for A to be uniquely 
determined by N(h) up to reflection? 
(ii) For il given tableau A, how ynany tableaus have the same hook iength set as 
H(A )? 
(iii) In Section 3, we illustrated two families which contain infinitely many pairs 
sf tableaus with the same set of hook lengths. Can the structure of such famiiies be 
characterized? In the given examples, we use one parameter. Are there: such 
families with twa or more parameters? 
(iv) Let rn be the number af tableaus which are not uniquely determined by the 
hoQk {engtk set H(A) with the largest hook length being K i.e., 
Tn - it - !J(A, A *): There exists some h’ with H(X ) = H(A ‘), A ’ f A, A ’ # A * and the 
largest number &I H(A ) is cli )1 G 
In the Tabit: I, we list the value of T, f+kr some small values of n. What is T,, in 
general? 
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Table I 
n I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 ._. 
?” 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 8 io 14 26 . . . 
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